Web Indicators Summer School
Workshop 1: Gathering the sets of publications and naming the files
As a test case, we are going to evaluate whether chemistry research from Spain about alcohol that
was published in 2012 has higher or lower impact than the world average. Spanish chemistry
research in 2012 was mainly published in two Web of Science research areas: Chemistry, and
Biochemistry Molecular Biology, so we need to extract all Spanish alcohol research from these two
categories and all the world’s alcohol research from these two categories too.

Downloading sets of publications from the Web of Science (WoS)
From any University of Wolverhampton computer, visit the resources page,
http://www.wlv.ac.uk/lib/resources/databases-a-z/, scroll down to the Web of Science and click on
the link to access it (if you are accessing off campus you may need to enter your University of
Wolverhampton username and password and click Log in twice to get access; if you are using this in
a different university, you may have another way of accessing the Web of Science).
Click on the chevron to the right of Basic Search and select Advanced Search.

Enter the following query in the advanced search text box to match all publications mentioning
alcohol (topic TS contains alcohol) with a Spanish author (address field AD contains Spain) that was
published in 2012 (publication year PY is 2012) and were within the broad subject area of Chemistry
(Research Area SU is Chemistry).
TS=alcohol AND AD=Spain AND PY=2012 AND SU=Chemistry

After pressing Search, there should be a table near the bottom of the screen listing the query and
showing that it has about 282 results (it increased to 285 between July and August 2016 so it is not
necessarily fixed). Click on the 282 to go to the first page of results.
Near the top of the results page should be a button with the caption, Save to EndNote online. Click
this and select Save to Other File formats from the drop-down list. Make the choices below (note:
Tab-delimited (Win, UTF-8) as the file format; and Author, Title, Source, Abstract as the information

to save), and the Records option checked and values entered for the first 1 to the last 282 and click
Send. After this, minimise the web browser but do not close it so the page can be revisited.

The file should now save on your computer with a tab-delimited plain text file called savedrecs.txt.
This file contains all the metadata needed for searches. Open the folder containing the file and
rename it Chemistry Alcohol 2012 Spain.txt.
Now close the dialog box, and click on the Search button to return to the main Advanced Search
screen.
Repeat the above for Spanish Biochemistry Molecular Biology alcohol research from 2012 with the
following query, entering 193 as the number of the last record in the dialog box and renaming the
results to Biochemistry Molecular Biology Alcohol 2012 Spain.txt.
TS=alcohol AND AD=Spain AND PY=2012 AND SU=Biochemistry Molecular Biology

Downloading world reference sets of publications from the Web of Science
We will now create corresponding reference sets of files for the world, by entering the same queries
but omitting the Spanish address requirement AD=Spain. To do this, first return to the main
Advanced search page and enter the query below, which should return about 6,636 matches.
TS=alcohol AND PY=2012 AND SU=Chemistry
Click on 6,636 in the table near the bottom of the page to go to the results set.
This time we are not going to save all the matches (in any case, WoS only allows 500 to be saved in
one go) but only the middle 500 so fill in the textbox as follows, click send, and rename the saved file
as Chemistry Alcohol 2012 World.txt.

Similarly, for the world’s Biochemistry Molecular Biology alcohol research from 2012, return to the
main Advanced search page and enter the query below, which should return 5,330 matches.
TS=alcohol AND PY=2012 AND SU= Biochemistry Molecular Biology
Click on 3,330 in the table near the bottom of the page to go to the results set.
To again save the middle 500, fill in the textbox as follows, click send, and rename the saved file as
Biochemistry Molecular Biology Alcohol 2012 World.txt.

Naming files with the Webometric Analyst structured file name format
In order for Webometric Analyst to automatically process the files, the world files must end in
hyphen and then world.txt with no spaces between (i.e., -world.txt) and the group files to be tested
must have names that are identical to the world files, except that world.txt must be replaced by a
GroupName.txt, where GroupName can be anything not containing “world”. This arbitrary rule
ensures that Webometric Analyst understands the role of all the files. Rename the files now so that
they follow this format. If you have followed the instructions above, then your folder should start
looking like the image below.

Make sure that the above files are on their own in a folder called “citation counts” and then make a
copy of the entire folder (click on the folder and type Ctrl-C, Ctrl-V). Rename this new folder “citation
counts structured names”, just to help keep track of what is in the different folders. Name the files in
this new folder with the above convention. After renaming, the folder should look like the image
below. Notice that before the first hyphen the world and group names are identical, the word
“world” should be all lowercase, and there are no spaces after any of the hyphens.

For future reference, with the structured filename convention, every group must have a
corresponding world file, and every world file can have any number of corresponding group files.
The group files for the same group (e.g., Spanish research) must have the same name after the
hyphen every time. The image below shows a valid set of filenames where there are three groups for
each world file.

Workshop 2: Calculating indicators
In this workshop, citation count indicators will be calculated for the above files. The Web of Science
files contain citation counts so these can be used for the average citation count, the log-transformed
average citation count and the geometric mean citation count.

Calculating citation count indicators for individual files
Webometric Analyst is free from http://lexiurl.wlv.ac.uk so download it to the desktop if you do not
already have it. When you start it, you might get a warning from Windows or a virus scanner but
please ignore this. Start Webometric Analyst, and close the start-up wizard, to get to the main
interface. Within the menu bar at the top there is a Reports menu. Select Calculate MLNCS, gMNCS
and NPC for a set of any tab-delimited files (one or more files, each processed separately) from the
Reports menu. When asked if you have more than one file, click Yes. From the dialog box that
appears next, select the citation counts folder containing the WoS files and click OK. Now you will
be asked to enter the number of the column containing the indicator data. For this, the citation

count column is needed. Within WoS this is called TC (Times Cited) and is normally the 43rd column.
Check that column number 43 in the dialog box is TC, enter 43 in the textbox and click OK. The
report should now be created and saved to a file in the same folder called Report.txt. A second file
called AllData.txt should also be created but this isn’t needed now. The report is copied below, with
the table part at the end formatted as a table via Excel for ease of reading here. This table contains
the same information as in the list above it but in a more convenient format for copying to
spreadsheets.
The report contains the arithmetic and geometric means of the citation counts in each file, as well as
the arithmetic mean of the log-transformed citation counts and the proportion of articles with at
least one citation. When possible, 95% confidence intervals are also given.
File: Biochemistry Molecular Biology Alcohol 2012 Spain
Records
: 193
Arithmetic mean of raw data : 12.606218
Geometric mean (95%CI) of raw data
: 7.829769 (6.664784, 9.171823)
Mean (95%CI) of ln(1+raw data)
: 2.178129 (2.036636, 2.319621)
Proportion (95%CI) non-zero
: 0.932642 (0.888182, 0.960217)
File: Biochemistry Molecular Biology Alcohol 2012 World
Records
: 500
Arithmetic mean of raw data : 15.734000
Geometric mean (95%CI) of raw data
: 7.565299 (6.688286, 8.542353)
Mean (95%CI) of ln(1+raw data)
: 2.147719 (2.039698, 2.255740)
Proportion (95%CI) non-zero
: 0.870000 (0.837679, 0.896679)
File: Chemistry Alcohol 2012 Spain
Records
: 282
Arithmetic mean of raw data : 14.709220
Geometric mean (95%CI) of raw data
: 9.792877 (8.737366, 10.962804)
Mean (95%CI) of ln(1+raw data)
: 2.378886 (2.275971, 2.481802)
Proportion (95%CI) non-zero
: 0.971631 (0.945029, 0.985556)
File: Chemistry Alcohol 2012 World
Records
: 500
Arithmetic mean of raw data : 15.376000
Geometric mean (95%CI) of raw data
: 7.752018 (6.937804, 8.649750)
Mean (95%CI) of ln(1+raw data)
: 2.169284 (2.071637, 2.266932)
Proportion (95%CI) non-zero
: 0.928000 (0.901932, 0.947542)

Calculating world normalised citation count indicators for multiple fields and years
For world normalised statistics, the same process as above can be followed, but with a different
menu option and the folder of files with structured names.
Select Calculate MLNCS, gMNCS and NPC for a set of any tab-delimited files (multiple files with
structured names) from the Reports menu. From the dialog box that appears next, select the citation
counts structured names folder containing the WoS files and click OK. Now you will be asked to
enter the number of the column containing the indicator data. For this, the citation count column is
needed. Within WoS this is called TC (Times Cited) and is normally the 43rd column. Check that

column number 43 in the dialog box is TC, enter 43 in the textbox and click OK. The report should
now be created and saved to a file in the same folder called Report.txt. A second file called
AllData.txt should also be created but this isn’t needed now. The report is copied below, with the
table parts at the end formatted in Excel and edited for ease of reading here.
The top part of the report (below) is like the report above but has two extra statistics for each file:
MLNCS (Mean Log-transformed Normalised Citation Scores) and NPC (Normalised Proportion Cited)
values, with confidence intervals.
MLNCS is the average number of log-transformed citations for the group, divided by the average
number of log-transformed citations for the corresponding world set. Values higher than 1 indicate
that the citation counts for the group tend to be above the world average and values below 1
indicate that citation counts for the group tend to be below the world average. Two confidence
intervals are reported for MLNCS but the sample confidence intervals should always be used unless
making the assumption that the world file contains a complete set of all the world’s articles from the
field and year.
NPC is the proportion of articles cited for the group, divided by the corresponding world proportion
of cited articles for the same field and year. Values higher than 1 indicate that the proportion of
cited articles for the group is above the world average and values below 1 indicate that the
proportion of cited articles for the group is below the world average. These figures can be ignored
for the World groups because they are always 1.
If a group confidence interval for any MLNCS or NPC does not contain 1 then this gives statistical
evidence that its value differs from the world average of 1. This is because both indicators are
designed so that the world average is always exactly 1.
In the report below, Spain is cited slightly above the world average in the Biochemistry Molecular
Biology Alcohol 2012 set because MLNCS=1.014159 but the MLNCS sample confidence interval
(0.933267, 1.100195) contains 1 so the difference is not statistically significant. Spain is also slightly
above the world average for the proportion cited in the Chemistry Alcohol 2012 set because
NPC=1.072003 and the NPC confidence interval (1.019555, 1.127149) does not contain 1 so the
difference is statistically significant.
World File: Biochemistry Molecular Biology Alcohol 2012
Records
: 500
Arithmetic mean of raw data : 15.734000
Geometric mean (95%CI) of raw data
: 7.565299 (6.688286, 8.542353)
Mean (95%CI) of ln(1+raw data)
: 2.147719 (2.039698, 2.255740)
Proportion (95%CI) non-zero
: 0.870000 (0.837679, 0.896679)
MLNCS - mean (95%CI) of world normalised ln(1+raw data) [population
version] : 1.000000 (0.949704, 1.050296)
MLNCS - mean (95%CI) of world normalised ln(1+raw data)
[sample
version] : 1.000000 (0.931272, 1.073800)
NPC - world normalised proportion (95%CI) cited (non-zero): 1.000000
(0.953415, 1.048861)
Group file: Spain. In set: Biochemistry Molecular Biology Alcohol 2012
Records
: 193
Arithmetic mean
: 12.606218
Geometric mean (95%CI) of raw data
: 7.829769 (6.664784, 9.171823)
Mean (95%CI) of ln(1+raw data)
: 2.178129 (2.036636, 2.319621)
Proportion non-zero (95%CI)
: 0.932642 (0.888182, 0.960217)
MLNCS - mean (95%CI) of world normalised ln(1+raw data) [population
version] : 1.014159 (0.948279, 1.080040)

MLNCS - mean (95%CI) of world normalised ln(1+raw data)
[sample
version] : 1.014159 (0.933267, 1.100195)
NPC - world normalised proportion (95%CI) cited (non-zero): 1.072003
(1.019555, 1.127149)
World File: Chemistry Alcohol 2012
Records
: 500
Arithmetic mean of raw data : 15.376000
Geometric mean (95%CI) of raw data
: 7.752018 (6.937804, 8.649750)
Mean (95%CI) of ln(1+raw data)
: 2.169284 (2.071637, 2.266932)
Proportion (95%CI) non-zero
: 0.928000 (0.901932, 0.947542)
MLNCS - mean (95%CI) of world normalised ln(1+raw data) [population
version] : 1.000000 (0.954986, 1.045014)
MLNCS - mean (95%CI) of world normalised ln(1+raw data)
[sample
version] : 1.000000 (0.938274, 1.065786)
NPC - world normalised proportion (95%CI) cited (non-zero): 1.000000
(0.966312, 1.034863)
Group file: Spain. In set: Chemistry Alcohol 2012
Records
: 282
Arithmetic mean
: 14.709220
Geometric mean (95%CI) of raw data
: 9.792877 (8.737366, 10.962804)
Mean (95%CI) of ln(1+raw data)
: 2.378886 (2.275971, 2.481802)
Proportion non-zero (95%CI)
: 0.971631 (0.945029, 0.985556)
MLNCS - mean (95%CI) of world normalised ln(1+raw data) [population
version] : 1.096623 (1.049180, 1.144065)
MLNCS - mean (95%CI) of world normalised ln(1+raw data)
[sample
version] : 1.096623 (1.030278, 1.167420)
NPC - world normalised proportion (95%CI) cited (non-zero): 1.047016
(1.015084, 1.079954)

Whilst the top part of the report contains the results for individual sets, the bottom part (below,
with table headings edited to fit on the page) contains the results after appropriately aggregating all
field/year sets. For this combined set, the Spain MLNCS value is above the world average at 1.06 and
its confidence interval also excludes the world average of 1, and so within the combined set of 475
articles there is statistically significant evidence that Spanish alcohol research from 2012 was cited at
a rate above the world average. The same is true for the NPC value, 1.059, for Spain and so a
statistically significantly higher proportion of Spanish alcohol research from 2012 were cited than
the world average.

The mean Log-transformed Normalised Citation Scores (MLNCS) in the table
below are the best to use to compare the group overall with the world
average if there are multiple different world averages (e.g., different
fields and/or years).
For each group they are the average of ln(1+c) values, divided by the world
average ln(1+c) for the file (e.g., field and year).
The world average MLNCS should always be 1.
MLNCS values above 1 indicate that the group average is higher than the
world average; MLNCS values below 1 indicate that the group average is
lower than the world average.
WARNING! MLNCS POPULATION confidence limits below are optimistic because
they do not take into account the variability in the world average value.
- Please use only the MLNCS SAMPLE confidence limits. These are adjusted
from the population limits using the weighted average Feiller Expansion
calculation.

- NaN in the Sample confidence limits mean that these are impossible to
calculate and are effectively infinite.
===========================================================================
Group N
MLNCS L95Sample
U95Sample
L95Pop
Upper95Pop
World 1000 1
0.953825
1.049397
0.966268
1.0337318
Spain 475
1.06 1.011297
1.118346
1.024124
1.1021043
===========================================================================
Proportion non-zero calculations - these are *biased* estimators and should
normally be ignored because different fields and years can have different
natural proportions of cited articles.
===========================================================================
Group N
PropNonzero
Lower95
Upper95
world 1000 0.899000
0.8780
0.916176
Spain 475
0.955789
0.9332
0.970904
===========================================================================
Field equalised proportion non-zero calculations - all group sample sizes
are set to the arithmetic mean sample size for sets with at least one
publication.
===========================================================================
Group N
PropNonzero Lower95
Upper95
NPC
Lower95
Upper95
world 1000 0.899000
0.878770
0.916176
1.00 0.971127
1.029732
Spain 475
0.952137
0.929048
0.967971
1.059 1.029094
1.089994
===========================================================================

Workshop 3: Mendeley indicators
We will gather counts of readers for all our data from the social reference sharing site Mendeley and
use it to assess whether Spanish alcohol research is more or less cited than the world average.

Extracting Mendeley reader counts for a set of documents
First copy the folder citation counts structured names and rename the copy Mendeley readers
structured names. Delete the files AllData.txt and Report.txt in this new folder. The next step is to
gather the Mendeley reader information for all the articles in all the files in this folder.
Start Webometric Analyst, close the Start-up Wizard, and click on the Mendeley tab (in the top half
of the screen). Underneath the button Search for Publications (API v1), tick the checkbox with
caption Repeat for all files in the same folder. Now click the Search for Publications (API v1) button,
find and select any of the files in the folder Mendeley readers structured names, enter 1 (for WoS) in
response to the question about where the data is from, check the next dialog box and click OK.
Answer Yes to the question “File contains header line?”. You will now be asked to login to Mendeley
and then copy the URL of the page back into Webometric Analyst. This gives it permission to search
on your behalf. You will now need to wait about 25 minutes for Webometric Analyst to gather the
reader counts for all of the data. Please review the information below during this time.

When it has finished there should be lots of new files in the Mendeley readers structured names
folder, as shown below. The files with the Mendeley reader data in are those ending in total85.txt in
case you want to open any of the files (not necessary).

Calculating world normalised indicators for Mendeley reader counts
To calculate the world normalised indicators for the Mendeley readers, select Calculate MLNCS,
gMNCS and NPC for a set of Mendeley API results files (multiple files with structured names) from
the Reports menu. From the dialog box that appears next, select the Mendeley readers structured
names folder containing the WoS files and click OK. When asked which column contains the number
of readers, the answer is the column labelled Readers, which is usually 74. Check this, click OK and
then click No to avoid creating a second report.
The results should be very similar to the structured citation analysis report. The top part, for
individual files, is repeated below.
World File: Biochemistry Molecular Biology Alcohol 2012
Records
: 500
Arithmetic mean of raw data : 16.844000
Geometric mean (95%CI) of raw data
: 7.991652 (7.036911, 9.059811)
Mean (95%CI) of ln(1+raw data)
: 2.196297 (2.084045, 2.308548)
Proportion (95%CI) non-zero
: 0.836000 (0.801005, 0.865871)
MLNCS - mean (95%CI) of world normalised ln(1+raw data) [population
version] : 1.000000 (0.948890, 1.051110)
MLNCS - mean (95%CI) of world normalised ln(1+raw data)
[sample
version] : 1.000000 (0.930197, 1.075041)
NPC - world normalised proportion (95%CI) cited (non-zero): 1.000000
(0.946767, 1.056227)

Group file: Spain. In set: Biochemistry Molecular Biology Alcohol 2012
Records
: 193
Arithmetic mean
: 16.663212
Geometric mean (95%CI) of raw data
: 8.162284 (6.598901, 10.047313)
Mean (95%CI) of ln(1+raw data)
: 2.215095 (2.028004, 2.402187)
Proportion non-zero (95%CI)
: 0.808290 (0.746954, 0.857593)
MLNCS - mean (95%CI) of world normalised ln(1+raw data) [population
version] : 1.008559 (0.923374, 1.093744)
MLNCS - mean (95%CI) of world normalised ln(1+raw data)
[sample
version] : 1.008559 (0.911468, 1.110933)
NPC - world normalised proportion (95%CI) cited (non-zero): 0.966854
(0.893995, 1.045651)
World File: Chemistry Alcohol 2012
Records
: 500
Arithmetic mean of raw data : 12.230000
Geometric mean (95%CI) of raw data
: 4.467472 (3.847160, 5.167167)
Mean (95%CI) of ln(1+raw data)
: 1.698816 (1.578393, 1.819240)
Proportion (95%CI) non-zero
: 0.698000 (0.656372, 0.736608)
MLNCS - mean (95%CI) of world normalised ln(1+raw data) [population
version] : 1.000000 (0.929113, 1.070887)
MLNCS - mean (95%CI) of world normalised ln(1+raw data)
[sample
version] : 1.000000 (0.904422, 1.105679)
NPC - world normalised proportion (95%CI) cited (non-zero): 1.000000
(0.921877, 1.084743)
Group file: Spain. In set: Chemistry Alcohol 2012
Records
: 282
Arithmetic mean
: 9.719858
Geometric mean (95%CI) of raw data
: 4.239215 (3.490230, 5.113132)
Mean (95%CI) of ln(1+raw data)
: 1.656172 (1.501904, 1.810439)
Proportion non-zero (95%CI)
: 0.680851 (0.624327, 0.732514)
MLNCS - mean (95%CI) of world normalised ln(1+raw data) [population
version] : 0.974897 (0.884089, 1.065706)
MLNCS - mean (95%CI) of world normalised ln(1+raw data)
[sample
version] : 0.974897 (0.865313, 1.094329)
NPC - world normalised proportion (95%CI) cited (non-zero): 0.975431
(0.884203, 1.076072)

The bottom part of the Mendeley API report is also very similar to the bottom of the citation analysis
report. In this case Spain is slightly below the world average for Mendeley reader counts but the
difference is not statistically significant.
The mean Log-transformed Normalised Citation Scores (MLNCS) in the table
below are the best to use to compare the group overall with the world
average if there are multiple different world averages (e.g., different
fields and/or years).
For each group they are the average of ln(1+c) values, divided by the world
average ln(1+c) for the file (e.g., field and year).
The world average MLNCS should always be 1.
MLNCS values above 1 indicate that the group average is higher than the
world average; MLNCS values below 1 indicate that the group average is
lower than the world average.
WARNING! MLNCS POPULATION confidence limits below are optimistic because
they do not take into account the variability in the world average value.
- Please use only the MLNCS SAMPLE confidence limits. These are adjusted
from the population limits using the weighted average Feiller Expansion
calculation.

- NaN in the sample confidence limits mean that these are impossible to
calculate and are effectively infinite.
===========================================================================
Group N
MLNCS L95Sample
U95Sample
L95Pop
U95Pop
World 1000 1
0.940734
1.064616
0.956326
1.043673
Spain 475
0.989 0.913058
1.069826
0.9245527
1.052597
==========================================================================
Proportion non-zero calculations - these are *biased* estimators and should
normally be ignored because different fields and years can have different
natural proportions of cited articles.
==========================================================================
Group N
PropNonzero Lower95
Upper95
world 1000 0.767000
0.739807
0.792149
Spain 475
0.732632
0.691080
0.770451
==========================================================================
Field equalised proportion non-zero calculations - all group sample sizes
are set to the arithmetic mean sample size for sets with at least one
publication.
==========================================================================
Group N
PropNonzero Lower95
Upper95
NPC
Lower95
Upper95
world 1000 0.767000
0.739807
0.792149
1.000 0.952902
1.049426
Spain 475
0.744571
0.703499
0.781719
0.971 0.911822
1.033502
==========================================================================

Workshop 4: Web indicators
This workshop is based around generating reports like those above for a webometric indicator: The
number of citations from Wikipedia to the documents. Before starting, copy the copy the Citation
counts structured names. folder and name it Wikipedia citations structured names. After this, delete
the copies of AllData.txt and Reports.txt from the new Wikipedia citations structured names folder.

Signing up to Bing to run automatic queries
This is the trickiest part of the workshop. Follow the instructions at the following URL to sign up for a
Microsoft Azure key for Bing. http://lexiurl.wlv.ac.uk/searcher/AzureKey.html Save the key to a USB
and/or email it to yourself so that you don’t forget it.

Extracting Wikipedia citations for a set of documents
The first step is to create a set of Wikipedia citation searches. To do this, start Webometric Analyst,
close the Wizard and select Make Wikipedia searches for a set of Scopus/WoS/Other journal articles
or books from the Make Searches menu. Answer 1 (Web of Science) to the question about where the
data is from and select any file in the Wikipedia citations structured names folder. Accept the default
answers to all of the questions asked and say Yes to do the same to the remaining files in the folder.
You should end with a warning about “4 duplicate queries”. This means that four pairs of
publications will be ignored because the queries generated from them are identical to each other.
Once these query files have been made there will be four of them, each ending in _wiki.txt. Start
Webometric Analyst, enter your Windows Azure key in the Start-up Wizard and close it to access the
main interface. Now click the Run All Searches In File button near the bottom right hand side of the
main interface Web tab, and select one of the four files ending in _wiki.txt. It will then take a few
minutes to submit all the queries in the file to Bing. When it has finished, repeat the process for the
second, third and fourth files so that all the Wikipedia queries have been submitted to Bing. Your

folder should now be populated with lots of extra files with different types of results, as shown
below.

Calculating world normalised indicators for Wikipedia citations
To calculate the world normalised indicators for the Wikipedia citations, select Calculate MLNCS,
gMNCS and NPC for a set of web searches (multiple files with structured names) from the Reports
menu. From the dialog box that appears next, select the Wikipedia citations structured names folder
containing the Bing API search results files and click OK. When the report is ready, click No to avoid
creating a second report.
The results should be very similar to the structured citation analysis report but with many more rows
per file. The reason why there are more rows per file is that results are reported counted by unique
URL, domain, website STLD (Top Level Domain, such as .com, .ac.uk) and TLD (Top Level Domain,
such as .com, uk). Normally, only the URL counting (i.e., counting all URLs matching each query) or
domain counting (i.e., counting the number of web domains matching each query) should be used.
For Wikipedia, it is best to use URL counting but for other searches it is safer to use domain counting
because this eliminates the possibility that the results include duplicate pages or duplicate content
within the same website. The (huge) top part, for individual files, is repeated below, with the
relevant lines highlighted in bold – the remainder can safely be completely ignored.
Looking at the top Biochemistry Molecular Biology Alcohol 2012 set, for example, these articles have
an arithmetic mean of only 0.026 Wikipedia citations per article, and the proportion of articles with
at least 1 Wikipedia citation is 0.020080, or 2.0%. For the corresponding Spain set, the proportion of
articles with at least 1 Wikipedia citation is marginally higher 0.020725, or 2%, but the confidence
interval for Spain (0.008089, 0.052069) comfortably contains the world average so there is
insufficient evidence to conclude that Spanish articles are more cited in Wikipedia than the world
average. This is confirmed by the world normalised proportion non-zero (NPC) for Spain being
slightly higher than 1 at 1.032124, but the confidence interval for it comfortably containing 1:
(0.346414, 3.075162). Also note that right at the bottom some confidence intervals are (NaN, NaN).
Here, NaN stands for “Not a Number” and means that the confidence interval is effectively infinite.
World File: Biochemistry Molecular Biology Alcohol 2012
Queries
: 498
Arithmetic mean (unique URLs)
: 0.026104
Arithmetic mean (unique domains)
: 0.024096
Arithmetic mean (unique sites)
: 0.020080
Arithmetic mean (unique STLDs)
: 0.020080
Arithmetic mean (unique TLDs)
: 0.020080
Geometric mean (95%CI) of unique URLs
: 0.016255 (0.005730, 0.026891)

Geometric mean (95%CI) of unique domains
: 0.015668 (0.005704, 0.025732)
Geometric mean (95%CI) of unique sites
: 0.014016 (0.005297, 0.022810)
Geometric mean (95%CI) of unique STLDs
: 0.014016 (0.005297, 0.022810)
Geometric mean (95%CI) of unique TLDs
: 0.014016 (0.005297, 0.022810)
Mean (95%CI) of log (1+unique URLs)
: 0.016125 (0.005714, 0.026536)
Mean (95%CI) of log (1+unique domains)
: 0.015547 (0.005687, 0.025407)
Mean (95%CI) of log (1+unique sites)
: 0.013919 (0.005283, 0.022554)
Mean (95%CI) of log (1+unique STLDs)
: 0.013919 (0.005283, 0.022554)
Mean (95%CI) of log (1+unique TLDs)
: 0.013919 (0.005283, 0.022554)
Proportion non-zero (95%CI)
: 0.020080 (0.010943, 0.036565)
MLNCS - mean (95%CI) of world normalised log (1+unique URLs)
[Population
version]: 1.000000 (0.354343, 1.645657)
MLNCS - mean (95%CI) of world normalised log (1_unique URLs)
[Sample
version]: 1.000000 (0.321747, 3.108037)
MLNCS - mean (95%CI) of world normalised log (1+unique domains)
[Population version]: 1.000000 (0.365825, 1.634175)
MLNCS - mean (95%CI) of world normalised log (1_unique domains)
[Sample version]: 1.000000 (0.331823, 3.013657)
MLNCS - mean (95%CI) of world normalised log (1+unique sites)
[Population
version]: 1.000000 (0.379564, 1.620436)
MLNCS - mean (95%CI) of world normalised log (1_unique sites)
[Sample
version]: 1.000000 (0.343900, 2.907818)
MLNCS - mean (95%CI) of world normalised log (1+unique STLDs)
[Population
version]: 1.000000 (0.379564, 1.620436)
MLNCS - mean (95%CI) of world normalised log (1_unique STLDs)
[Sample
version]: 1.000000 (0.343900, 2.907818)
MLNCS - mean (95%CI) of world normalised log (1+unique TLDs)
[Population
version]: 1.000000 (0.379564, 1.620436)
MLNCS - mean (95%CI) of world normalised log (1_unique TLDs)
[Sample
version]: 1.000000 (0.343900, 2.907818)
NPC - world normalised proportion (95%CI) non-zero [ie risk ratio]:
1.000000 (0.428985, 2.331082)
Group file: Spain_wiki. In set: Biochemistry Molecular Biology Alcohol 2012
Queries
: 193
Arithmetic mean (unique URLs)
: 0.020725
Arithmetic mean (unique domains)
: 0.020725
Arithmetic mean (unique sites)
: 0.020725
Arithmetic mean (unique STLDs)
: 0.020725
Arithmetic mean (unique TLDs)
: 0.020725
Geometric mean (95%CI) of unique URLs
: 0.014469 (0.000255, 0.028886)
Geometric mean (95%CI) of unique domains
: 0.014469 (0.000255, 0.028886)
Geometric mean (95%CI) of unique sites
: 0.014469 (0.000255, 0.028886)
Geometric mean (95%CI) of unique STLDs
: 0.014469 (0.000255, 0.028886)
Geometric mean (95%CI) of unique TLDs
: 0.014469 (0.000255, 0.028886)
Mean (95%CI) of log (1+unique URLs)
: 0.014366 (0.000255, 0.028476)
Mean (95%CI) of log (1+unique domains)
: 0.014366 (0.000255, 0.028476)
Mean (95%CI) of log (1+unique sites)
: 0.014366 (0.000255, 0.028476)
Mean (95%CI) of log (1+unique STLDs)
: 0.014366 (0.000255, 0.028476)
Mean (95%CI) of log (1+unique TLDs)
: 0.014366 (0.000255, 0.028476)
Proportion non-zero (95%CI)
: 0.020725 (0.008089, 0.052069)
MLNCS - mean (95%CI) of world normalised log (1+unique URLs)
[Population
version]: 0.890917 (0.015827, 1.766008)
MLNCS - mean (95%CI) of world normalised log (1+unique URLs)
[Sample
version]: 0.890917 (0.015768, 3.039885)
MLNCS - mean (95%CI) of world normalised log (1+unique domains)
[Population version]: 0.924021 (0.016415, 1.831627)
MLNCS - mean (95%CI) of world normalised log (1+unique domains)
[Sample version]: 0.924021 (0.016356, 3.074937)
MLNCS - mean (95%CI) of world normalised log (1+unique sites)
[Population
version]: 1.032124 (0.018336, 2.045913)

MLNCS - mean (95%CI) of world normalised log (1+unique
version]: 1.032124 (0.018272, 3.337906)
MLNCS - mean (95%CI) of world normalised log (1+unique
version]: 1.032124 (0.018336, 2.045913)
MLNCS - mean (95%CI) of world normalised log (1+unique
version]: 1.032124 (0.018272, 3.337906)
MLNCS - mean (95%CI) of world normalised log (1+unique
version]: 1.032124 (0.018336, 2.045913)
MLNCS - mean (95%CI) of world normalised log (1+unique
version]: 1.032124 (0.018272, 3.337906)
NPC - world normalised proportion (95%CI) non-zero [ie
1.032124 (0.346414, 3.075162)

sites)

[Sample

STLDs)

[Population

STLDs)

[Sample

TLDs)

[Population

TLDs)

[Sample

risk ratio]:

World File: Chemistry Alcohol 2012
Queries
: 498
Arithmetic mean (unique URLs)
: 0.002008
Arithmetic mean (unique domains)
: 0.002008
Arithmetic mean (unique sites)
: 0.002008
Arithmetic mean (unique STLDs)
: 0.002008
Arithmetic mean (unique TLDs)
: 0.002008
Geometric mean (95%CI) of unique URLs
: 0.001393 (-0.001363, 0.004156)
Geometric mean (95%CI) of unique domains
: 0.001393 (-0.001363, 0.004156)
Geometric mean (95%CI) of unique sites
: 0.001393 (-0.001363, 0.004156)
Geometric mean (95%CI) of unique STLDs
: 0.001393 (-0.001363, 0.004156)
Geometric mean (95%CI) of unique TLDs
: 0.001393 (-0.001363, 0.004156)
Mean (95%CI) of log (1+unique URLs)
: 0.001392 (-0.001364, 0.004148)
Mean (95%CI) of log (1+unique domains)
: 0.001392 (-0.001364, 0.004148)
Mean (95%CI) of log (1+unique sites)
: 0.001392 (-0.001364, 0.004148)
Mean (95%CI) of log (1+unique STLDs)
: 0.001392 (-0.001364, 0.004148)
Mean (95%CI) of log (1+unique TLDs)
: 0.001392 (-0.001364, 0.004148)
Proportion non-zero (95%CI)
: 0.002008 (0.000355, 0.011285)
MLNCS - mean (95%CI) of world normalised log (1+unique URLs)
[Population
version]: 1.000000 (-0.980000, 2.980000)
MLNCS - mean (95%CI) of world normalised log (1_unique URLs)
[Sample
version]: 1.000000 (NaN, NaN)
MLNCS - mean (95%CI) of world normalised log (1+unique domains)
[Population version]: 1.000000 (-0.980000, 2.980000)
MLNCS - mean (95%CI) of world normalised log (1_unique domains)
[Sample version]: 1.000000 (NaN, NaN)
MLNCS - mean (95%CI) of world normalised log (1+unique sites)
[Population
version]: 1.000000 (-0.980000, 2.980000)
MLNCS - mean (95%CI) of world normalised log (1_unique sites)
[Sample
version]: 1.000000 (NaN, NaN)
MLNCS - mean (95%CI) of world normalised log (1+unique STLDs)
[Population
version]: 1.000000 (-0.980000, 2.980000)
MLNCS - mean (95%CI) of world normalised log (1_unique STLDs)
[Sample
version]: 1.000000 (NaN, NaN)
MLNCS - mean (95%CI) of world normalised log (1+unique TLDs)
[Population
version]: 1.000000 (-0.980000, 2.980000)
MLNCS - mean (95%CI) of world normalised log (1_unique TLDs)
[Sample
version]: 1.000000 (NaN, NaN)
NPC - world normalised proportion (95%CI) non-zero [ie risk ratio]:
1.000000 (0.104375, 9.580795)
Group file: Spain_wiki.
Queries
: 282
Arithmetic mean (unique
Arithmetic mean (unique
Arithmetic mean (unique
Arithmetic mean (unique

In set: Chemistry Alcohol 2012
URLs)
: 0.003546
domains)
: 0.003546
sites)
: 0.003546
STLDs)
: 0.003546

Arithmetic mean (unique TLDs)
: 0.003546
Geometric mean (95%CI) of unique URLs
: 0.002461 (-0.002406, 0.007352)
Geometric mean (95%CI) of unique domains
: 0.002461 (-0.002406, 0.007352)
Geometric mean (95%CI) of unique sites
: 0.002461 (-0.002406, 0.007352)
Geometric mean (95%CI) of unique STLDs
: 0.002461 (-0.002406, 0.007352)
Geometric mean (95%CI) of unique TLDs
: 0.002461 (-0.002406, 0.007352)
Mean (95%CI) of log (1+unique URLs)
: 0.002458 (-0.002409, 0.007325)
Mean (95%CI) of log (1+unique domains)
: 0.002458 (-0.002409, 0.007325)
Mean (95%CI) of log (1+unique sites)
: 0.002458 (-0.002409, 0.007325)
Mean (95%CI) of log (1+unique STLDs)
: 0.002458 (-0.002409, 0.007325)
Mean (95%CI) of log (1+unique TLDs)
: 0.002458 (-0.002409, 0.007325)
Proportion non-zero (95%CI)
: 0.003546 (0.000626, 0.019810)
MLNCS - mean (95%CI) of world normalised log (1+unique URLs)
[Population
version]: 1.765957 (-1.730638, 5.262553)
MLNCS - mean (95%CI) of world normalised log (1+unique URLs)
[Sample
version]: 1.765957 (NaN, NaN)
MLNCS - mean (95%CI) of world normalised log (1+unique domains)
[Population version]: 1.765957 (-1.730638, 5.262553)
MLNCS - mean (95%CI) of world normalised log (1+unique domains)
[Sample version]: 1.765957 (NaN, NaN)
MLNCS - mean (95%CI) of world normalised log (1+unique sites)
[Population
version]: 1.765957 (-1.730638, 5.262553)
MLNCS - mean (95%CI) of world normalised log (1+unique sites)
[Sample
version]: 1.765957 (NaN, NaN)
MLNCS - mean (95%CI) of world normalised log (1+unique STLDs)
[Population
version]: 1.765957 (-1.730638, 5.262553)
MLNCS - mean (95%CI) of world normalised log (1+unique STLDs)
[Sample
version]: 1.765957 (NaN, NaN)
MLNCS - mean (95%CI) of world normalised log (1+unique TLDs)
[Population
version]: 1.765957 (-1.730638, 5.262553)
MLNCS - mean (95%CI) of world normalised log (1+unique TLDs)
[Sample
version]: 1.765957 (NaN, NaN)
NPC - world normalised proportion (95%CI) non-zero [ie risk ratio]:
1.765957 (0.184564, 16.897165)

The bottom part of the Wikipedia citations report is again very similar to the bottom of the citation
analysis report. Spain is slightly above the world average for Wikipedia citations but the difference is
not statistically significant and statistical significance can only be calculated for the NPC statistic. The
first table in the report below has been truncated to get rid of all the results except those for URLs.
The tables below aggregate the results from both world files and both Spanish files in an appropriate
way. From the first table, although Spain has an MLNCS average citation count score above the
world value of 1, confidence intervals cannot be calculated for it (NaN in the Sample confidence
limits). From the third table, Spain has a higher (field equalised) proportion of articles with Wikipedia
citations than the world average and a NPC above the world average but in both cases the Spain
confidence interval includes the world average value and so the differences are not statistically
significant.
The mean Log-transformed Normalised Citation Scores (MLNCS) in the table
below are the best to use to compare the group overall with the world
average if there are multiple different world averages (e.g., different
fields and/or years).
For each group they are the average of ln(1+c) values, divided by the world
average ln(1+c) for the file (e.g., field and year).
The world average MLNCS should always be 1.

MLNCS values above 1 indicate that the group average is higher than the
world average; MLNCS values below 1 indicate that the group average is
lower than the world average
WARNING! MLNCS POPULATION confidence limits below are optimistic because
they do not take into account the variability in the world average value.
- Please use only the MLNCS SAMPLE confidence limits. These are adjusted
from the population limits using the weighted average Feiller Expansion
calculation.
- NaN in the Sample confidence limits mean that these are impossible to
calculate and are effectively infinite.
========================================================================..
Group N
URLMLNCS
L95Sample
U95Samp
L95Pop
U95Pop
..
World 996
1
NaN
NaN
-0.0407826 2.0407826
..
Spain 475
1.410414
NaN
NaN
-0.6944824 3.5153120
..
========================================================================..
Overall proportion non-zero calculations - not recommended because biased
against groups with more articles in categories with a high world
proportion of non-zero values.
==========================================================================
Group N
Positive
Lower95
Upper95
world 996
0.011044
0.006178
0.019668
Spain 475
0.010526
0.004504
0.024402
==========================================================================
Field equalised proportion non-zero and NPC calculations - all group sample
sizes are set to the arithmetic mean sample size for sets with at least one
publication
==========================================================================
Group N
PropNonzero Lower95
Upper95
NPC
Lower95
Upper95
world 996
0.011044
0.006178
0.019668
1.000 0.443690
2.253826
Spain 475
0.012136
0.005490
0.026609
1.098 0.417754
2.890315
==========================================================================

Other indicators
Patent citations, grey literature citations and web citations
The instructions in this workshop are almost identical for patent citations, grey literature citations
and web citations so if you are interested in any of these, then repeat the above with a new copy of
the citation counts structured names folder. The only change needed is that the instruction “select
Make Wikipedia searches for a set of Scopus/WoS/Other journal articles or books from the Make
Searches menu” should be replaced by the appropriate menu item. The grey literature searches use
up twice as many queries as the other searches because each publication is searched for twice: once
for PDF format citations and once for Word format citations.

PowerPoint citation indicators
The procedure for creating PowerPoint citation indicators is similar to that for Wikipedia citations,
with one minor change and one addition. To being, make a new copy of the citation counts
structured names folder and call it PowerPoint citations structured names. The change needed is that
the instruction “select Make Wikipedia searches for a set of Scopus/WoS/Other journal articles or
books from the Make Searches menu” should be replaced by the similar PowerPoint searches menu
item. The remaining instructions are the same up to the stage of creating the report.

Before creating the report, the matching URLs need to be checked and systematic sources of
presentations, such as journals publishing PowerPoint article introductions, must be filtered out.
Here are the necessary steps for this.
Start by making a copy of the PowerPoint citations structured names folder in case anything goes
wrong with the filtering.
Next, start Windows Notepad (e.g., from the Windows Start menu, All Programs set, Accessories
program group, and Notepad program). Using any other program will cause problems later.
Now open one of the files ending in “ long results.txt” from Windows Notepad (e.g., File menu, Open
menu option, and browse for the file). Ignore the files with similar file name endings – the ending
must be exactly as specified here.
This file contains one line for each search match URL. Before checking the file, the Word Wrap
option in Notepad must be disabled by clicking on the Format menu and, if Word Wrap is ticked,
click on it to untick it.

The next stage is detective work. The URLs of the matching pages should now be neatly aligned on
the left of the Notepad window. Scan down these to identify any frequently occurring websites in
the list and investigate them. If any are systematic sources, such as journal websites with
presentations about their own published articles, then delete all the lines associated with these
presentations from the long results.txt file and save it. Make sure to delete the whole line in each
case. Deleting partial lines or changing the format of the file will result in problems.
Repeat the above for all the other files with names ending exactly in “ long results.txt”.
Once all the files have been checked as above, to calculate the world normalised indicators for the
filtered PowerPoint citations, select Calculate MLNCS, gMNCS and NPC for a set of web searches
(multiple files with structured names) from the Reports menu. From the dialog box that appears
next, select the PowerPoint citations structured names folder containing the Bing API search results
files and click OK. When the report is ready, click No to avoid creating a second report.

Syllabus mention indicators
The procedure for creating syllabus mention indicators is similar to that for Wikipedia citations, with
one minor change, one extra bit of information, and one additional step. The extra bit of information
is that each document needs at least two Bing queries to search for syllabus mentions, so this
information consumes at least double the number of Bing queries compared to the number needed
for Wikipedia citations.
To begin, make a new copy of the citation counts structured names folder and call it Syllabus
mentions structured names. The minor change needed is that the instruction “select Make Wikipedia
searches for a set of Scopus/WoS/Other journal articles or books from the Make Searches menu”
should be replaced by the Make syllabus searches for a set of Scopus/WoS/Other journal articles or
books menu item.

The syllabus search files all end in _syll.txt and one needs to be submitted to the Bing API through
Webometric Analyst in the same way as for Wikipedia citations. For this, start Webometric Analyst,
enter the Windows Azure key in the Start-up Wizard, close the Start-up Wizard, click Run All
Searches in File from the main interface and select one of the _syll.txt. Repeat this for all of the
other _syll.txt files until they have all been processed.
Once all of _syll.txt files have been submitted to Bing and all the searches have been completed, the
next stage is to filter out incorrect matches. This is necessary because the results normally contain
many unwanted matches – pages that are not online syllabi. To be safe, make a copy of the folder in
case anything goes wrong with the next stage and the results are lost.
To filter out false matches, start Webometric Analyst, close the Start-up Wizard, and from the
Utilities menu select Syllabus mentions: Filter out incorrect matches from long results. Select any of
the long results files in the folder and click OK to the question asked, until the last one – click Yes to
process all long results files in the folder. This procedure uses a set of heuristics to identify and
remove web pages that are unlikely to be valid online syllabi.
Once all the files have been checked as above, to calculate the world normalised indicators for the
filtered PowerPoint citations, select Calculate MLNCS, gMNCS and NPC for a set of web searches
(multiple files with structured names) from the Reports menu. From the dialog box that appears
next, select the Syllabus mentions structured names folder containing the Bing API search results
files and click OK. When the report is ready, click No to avoid creating a second report. At the time
of writing, there were very few syllabus mentions for the world set and none at all for Spain.

Workshop 5: Advanced tasks and considerations
This workshop contains important considerations and recommendations for evaluations.

Restricting document types
When calculating field normalised indicators, it is best to analyse only one document type and this is
normally the document type of article. To get better results, therefore, the non-articles should be
excluded from all document sets. This can be done during the Web of Science searches. To do this,
after running an initial WoS query and getting the first results page, click the triangle beside
Document Types in the Refine Results bar on the left of the results page, select the ARTICLE
document type and then click Refine. After this when saving the results, only articles will be saved.

--->

Title lengths
Web queries are unreliable for articles with short titles because the resulting query can be
ambiguous. A solution to this is to exclude all publications with short titles (e.g., with less than 3
terms) from the query set before running the queries. To do this, when using Webometric Analyst to
make the search files from the WoS data files, answer 3 to the question about the minimum number
of words in a title to make a query for the publication.

Larger groups of articles or world reference sets with the Web of Science
Although WoS allows a maximum of 500 publications to be downloaded at one time, it is possible to
create larger sets of publications by saving all article matching a search, 500 at a time, and then
merging the files. Here is an example.
Enter the following query in the advanced search text box to match all Chemistry publications
(Research Area SU is Chemistry) about Alcohol (topic TS contains alcohol) that was published in 2012
(publication year PY is 2012):

TS=alcohol AND PY=2012 AND SU=Chemistry
After pressing Search, there should be a table near the bottom of the screen listing the query. Click
on the query to go to the first page of results. Refine the results to articles only, by opening the
Refine bar on the left, checking Article and clicking the Refine button. This should result in 6262
results.
Near the top of the results page should be a button with the caption, Save to EndNote online. Click
this and select Save to Other File formats from the drop-down list. Select Tab-delimited (Win, UTF8) as the file format, and Author, Title, Source, Abstract as the information to save. To save the first
500 results, enter 1 as the first) and click Send.

Repeat the above except for records 501 to 1000.













Repeat the above except for records 1001 to 1500.
Repeat the above except for records 1501 to 2000.
Repeat the above except for records 2001 to 2500.
Repeat the above except for records 2501 to 3000.
Repeat the above except for records 3001 to 3500.
Repeat the above except for records 3501 to 4000.
Repeat the above except for records 4001 to 4500.
Repeat the above except for records 4501 to 5000.
Repeat the above except for records 5001 to 5500.
Repeat the above except for records 5501 to 6000.
Repeat the above except for records 6001 to 6262.

This should give thirteen files that, in combination, contain all the results for this search. Their
filenames will be savedrecs.txt, savedrecs(1).txt,…savedrecs(12).txt.
To merge these files, create a new folder on your computer called temp (right click in the file list are
of Windows Explorer, and select New and then Folder) and move the thirteen files into this folder.
Start Webometric Analyst, close the Start-up Wizard, then from the Text menu, select the Merge
files submenu and then Merge any number of text files (simple consecutive merge, no checking).

Answer No to the question Select individual files (rather than entire folder), select the temp folder
just created with the savedrecs.txt files, enter Chemistry Alcohol 2012 complete World.txt as the
filename to save and answer Yes to the question, “Skip the first line of all files after the first one?” so
that only the first header line will be copied. Now copy this new merged file to where it is needed.
This is a slow process but ensures that you have the largest possible set of articles. It is useful to do
this even if you only need a sample of 500 articles for each set because you can take a higher quality
random sample if you start with a complete set of articles matching a query.
If the articles are saved with Scopus, then it is possible to complete an equivalent process with the
Scopus results by (a) setting the number of results per page to 200, (b) selecting the first 10 pages;
(c) saving the results (d) unselecting all selected results (e) selecting the next 20 pages, (f) saving the
results, and (g) repeat from (d) until all results are saved. After this, move all the saved files into a
temporary folder and use the Webometric Analyst, Text menu, Merge files submenu, Merge any
number of text files (simple consecutive merge, no checking) option as above to merge the files.

Random sampling to avoid submitting too many web queries
Since web queries from Bing need to be paid for if there are more than 5000, if the query files
include a total of over 5000 lines (including the world reference sets) then it should be possible to
get reasonable results by restricting the total number of queries in each file to a random sample of
500. Follow the instructions below to do this.
First, make a new folder called temp and copy all of the web query files into it. For example, if the
queries are for Wikipedia then this means all the files to be copied will end in -wiki.txt and the rest
will be left behind.
Start Webometric Analyst, close the Start-up Wizard and then from the Make Searches menu, select
the menu option Replace search file(s) with a random sample up to a maximum number, choose the
temp folder containing the queries and enter 500 as the maximum number of queries per file. The
original files will be replaced with files with the same name but containing a random sample of 500
queries each.
Finally, copy the new files from the temp folder back to the original folder.

Workshop 6: Advanced tasks
Please try out any of these that are relevant to you.

Converting a spreadsheet into files for processing by Webometric Analyst
Sets of publications that are stored in a spreadsheet can be saved in a format similar to that of the
Web of Science so that Webometric Analyst can process them. The following rules must be followed
for this:










Each publication must be in a separate row of the spreadsheet.
The key information from each publication must be entered into separate cells.
The publication year must be on its own in a column – the same column for all publications.
The article title must be on its own in a column – the same column for all publications
The journal name must be on its own in a column – the same column for all publications
The article authors must be on their own in a single column – the same column for all
publications The author name list must conform to either the WoS or the Scopus standard,
as follows. Each author name must have the author last name, followed by a comma,
followed by the author first name or initials, followed by a semi-colon and the next author
(e.g., Macovez, Roberto; Lopez, Nuria; Mariano, Marina; Maymo, Marc; Martorell, Jordi). Or
each author must start with their last name, then a space, then their initials followed by full
stops, then a comma and the next author (e.g., Payen O., Chevallier F., Mongin F., Gros P.C.).
There must be a header row at the top of the spreadsheet with headings for the columns
and the data must start in row 2.

With a spreadsheet in the above format, choose File|Save As (or equivalent) and select the Text (Tab
delimited *.txt) format from the choices box. If there isn’t an equivalent to this, save as CSV and
then use the Tab delimited option in Webometric Analyst to convert the saved file to tab delimited
format.
The saved file can then be used to make web searches, search Mendeley (for this, add an extra DOI
column if you have it) or calculate citation indicators (if you have an extra column for citations). The
only change to the instructions elsewhere in this document is to select Other rather than WoS or
Scopus, when, asked what type of information is in the file, and then check the questions about
column numbers carefully and enter appropriate column numbers, when requested.
If you have a mix of files from different sources, such as WoS world files and group files saved from
Excel, then it is important to conduct the Mendeley searches and the stage of making web searches
separately for each format so that Webometric Analyst does not use the wrong columns to create
the searches at any stage.

Using Scopus instead of WoS
Sets of publications can be downloaded from Scopus as well as from WoS. From any University of
Wolverhampton computer, visit the resources page, http://www.wlv.ac.uk/lib/resources/databasesa-z/, scroll down to Scopus and click on the link to access it (if you are accessing off campus you may
need to enter your University of Wolverhampton username and password and click Log in twice to
get access; if you are using this in a different university, you may have another way of accessing the
Scopus).
Click on the Advanced Search tab to see the large version of the search box and advanced search
help.

Enter the following query in the advanced search text box to match all Chemistry (subject area
SUBJAREA is Chemistry) journal articles (document type DOCTYPE is article) about Alcohol (title,
abstract or keywords TITLE-ABS-KEY contain alcohol) with a Spanish author (address field countries
AFFILCOUNTRY include Spain) that was published in 2012 (publication year PUBYEAR is 2012):
TITLE-ABS-KEY(alcohol) AND AFFILCOUNTRY(Spain) AND SUBJAREA(CHEM) AND PUBYEAR IS 2012
AND DOCTYPE(ar)

After clicking the magnifying glass to search, a list of 270 matches should appear. Out of interest,
underneath the advanced search box is a list of the permitted commands. Clicking on any of these
gives some help.

To save the results, first click the triangle to the right of the All menu and click Select all.

Next, click the Export button, change the format to CSV, select Citations and abstract information
from the dialog box that appears.

After clicking the Export button, the file should save on your computer into a CSV (comma-separated

variables) file called Scopus.csv. This file contains all the metadata needed for searches. Open the
folder containing the file and rename it Chemistry Alcohol 2012 Spain.csv.
To convert this file to the tab-delimited format that Webometric Analyst prefers, from the
Webometric Analyst classic interface, from the Tab-sep menu select Convert CSV to tab-separated,
choose the Chemistry Alcohol 2012 Spain.csv file and answer No to the question about just swapping
commas to tabs. A tab delimited file should now be created.
To obtain the corresponding world file, return to the main Search page in Scopus and enter the
query below by clicking the magnifying glass search button.
TITLE-ABS-KEY(alcohol) AND SUBJAREA(CHEM) AND PUBYEAR = 2012 AND DOCTYPE(ar)

Scopus allows a maximum of 2000 results to be exported in one go but this search has 5,629, and so
the Select All option can’t be used. The only way to select a large set of documents to save is to
repeatedly click the Select page option on lots of pages of results. The following steps give an
efficient way to do this.
Scroll to the bottom of the Scopus Results page to find the number of results per page to be
displayed and change this to 200.

Scroll to the top of the page and click the Select page option in the Page or All set near the top of the
page.

All the articles on this page should now be ticked. Now scroll to the bottom of the page and click the
chevron to the right of Page 1, to go to Page 2 with the second 200 search results.

To get all of the Page 2 results ticked, scroll to the top of the page and tick next to the Page section
to select the whole page.
Repeat this to select all of page 3 results as well. This gives a total of 600 results. This could be
continued to get the first 2000 results but 600 is enough for now.
To save the selected 600 results, scroll to the top of the page and click the CSV export button
. Rename the saved file as Chemistry Alcohol 2012 World.csv and use the Tabsep menu option Convert CSV to tab-separated to convert it to a tab-delimited file called Chemistry
Alcohol 2012 World.txt. Remember to answer No to the question about just replacing commas.
Repeat the above for the two queries below:
TITLE-ABS-KEY(alcohol) AND AFFILCOUNTRY(Spain) AND SUBJAREA(BIOC) AND PUBYEAR IS 2012
AND DOCTYPE(ar)

Name the results file Biochemistry, Genetics and Molecular Biology Alcohol 2012 Spain.csv and
convert it to Biochemistry, Genetics and Molecular Biology Alcohol 2012 Spain.txt using
Webometric Analyst as above (197 matches).
TITLE-ABS-KEY(alcohol) AND SUBJAREA(BIOC) AND PUBYEAR = 2012 AND DOCTYPE(ar)

Save the first 600 results (out of 5,107) using the same steps as above to select the first three pages,
rename the saved file Biochemistry, Genetics and Molecular Biology Alcohol 2012.csv and then
convert it to Biochemistry, Genetics and Molecular Biology Alcohol 2012.txt using Webometric
Analyst as above.
Advanced tip: To get a more age-balanced collection of articles, select the first three Scopus results
pages as above, then change the sort order (top right button) to Date (Oldest) and save the first

three pages of results in the new order – these are the oldest 600 articles. Saving the complete set of
6 pages creates a file of the 600 oldest and 600 youngest articles in the year, which is a fairer sample
to compare with Spain.

